Here’s a “what if” scenario to think about as you decide how to evaluate your virtual reference service.

WHAT IF your library board requests a report on chat service effectiveness?

Your library board of trustees wants a report on the overall value of virtual reference service, but did not specify how it should be evaluated. Your library does use Web Trends to track Web site usage and the chat service application provides a variety of reports, as well as an archive of questions and answers. Your library director also recommended measuring the cost effectiveness of the service.

How will you define “effective”?

Which existing tools should be used to evaluate the service? What new tools might be needed?

Who will compile the data and write the report?

Here are some resources that may help you:


Evaluation of VRS at the University of Guelph. This page features a number of tools used by a university library in the evaluation of their virtual reference service. http://www.lib.uoquelph.ca/help/chat/VRD/vrdevaluation.html